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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously...

How to Lose A Guy/Girl in 10 Seconds
by Connor Knudson ~ Daily Bull

We’ve all been there, in that moment, that gut-wrenching, teeth grinding, so
awkward you could almost die (more on this tactic later) moment where
you find yourself across from HIM/HER. Your heart starts beating, you start
hyperventilating, and you start rattling off the best ways to lose a significant
other before you even have them…
•The mouth breather (take a step or two back, Darth Vader).
•The advocate for the “showers are a waste of time” club.
•The creep.
•The douchebag.
•The “All of the Above” (and let’s face it, this moment is a test and
the answer is ALWAYS all of the above).
Now, we all have our own traditional fallbacks in order to get out of this moment, but those don’t always work, do they?
•Have homework? He/she would be glad to help! (Uh oh….)
•You need to go to the bathroom? They’ll gladly wait! Right outside the door too… (not looking good…)
•You have to get to class! Nice try, but who has class at 10 PM on
a Saturday? (Back away slooooooooowly now…)
•If all else fails, it’s time to drop the bomb! “I have a boyfriend/
  girlfriend!” They’d love to meet them! (ABORT, ABORT!)
If you’ve had to resort to these excuses recently, or hell, ever, then you’ve
see 2.0 Megapixel on back

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Real Food! Real Spices! Fresh Veggies!
Artisan Crusts! Tons of Toppings!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100
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...like poorly taken photos!

The Purple Light

Pic O’The Day: Thanks, Satan.

by Theresa Tran ~ Daily Bull

There have been many whispers traveling through the dorms
of Tech and the streets of the Keweenaw Peninsula. Today,
I am here to unveil those mysterious thoughts to the public.
If you have heard any of the strange whispers, you can now
know that they are valid. Michigan Tech students have been
booking study rooms for business. What kind of business
you ask? Well think of it as a way for Tech students to relax and receive a massage from a friendly and experienced
employee. Not only do stressed students get the chance
to relax and receive a massage, the students working at the
massage clinic receive income from their services. The more
experienced the student is with massaging, the higher their
pay is.
I was fortunate enough to be introduced to the founder of
the massage clinic, Imma Beach. “You know, it is so great to
get all of these volunteers both male and female. Normally a
male customer will be matched up with a female employee
and the same the other way around. Ultimately, it is really up
to the customer what they prefer though. Our motto is ‘relax
your way to climax.’ It is something that all of the employees
here have taken to heart.”
Imma Beach’s thoughtful words encouraged me so much
that I had to try the clinic out for myself. It was a complimentary massage that Imma offered to me so I had to take her up
on the offer. I preferred to have a male employee give me a
massage and was given Rico for an hour and a half. Due to
some confidentiality agreement that I signed, I am not legally
able to tell the public what the massage was like. All that I
can say is that Rico is very talented with massage and he did
not always use his hands.
see Potato on back
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Speaking from experience, the centipede ones taste like death
and poorly cured orphan tears mixed with chili powder.
All sciences are now under the obligation to prepare the
ground for the future task of the philosopher, which is to
solve the problem of value, to determine the true hierarchy
of values.
-- Friedrich Nietzche
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come to the right place! Don’t fret good Sir or Madame, because here are
five quick and easy (10 seconds, remember?) ways to get that bogey off
your tail!
1. RUN! This one’s fun; maybe you’ll set a world record in your ten
   second sprint! A good friend of mind tried this one once before
   (not kidding). It worked! Kind of...just remember to maintain your
distance, indefinitely.
2. Their Own Medicine. No one hates anyone more than them   selves! Give ‘em ten seconds of looking into a mirror! The more
   obvious and extreme your impression, the better!
3. Fart. A Lot. The more audible, the better! Even if you fail to release
some gas, the face you make while you try will certainly make
them question your sanity (and why they’re even near you).
4. Play Dead! Give in to that instinct and roll those eyes into the back
of your head. Give the ground that trust fall it’s been waiting for
   (don’t worry, it’ll catch you)!
5. Tell Them You Write For The Daily Bull! Don’t use this one if you
actually want to talk/flirt with this person (we all get desperate
   sometimes), ‘cause it works…guaranteed…

So...Maze, Anyone?
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The massage clinic is open 24 hours and seven days a week. The current location is room 69 in the basement of The Library where appointments can be
made. Also, I am aware that the clinic is looking for volunteers and is currently
hiring. Some requirements that the clinic is looking for in their employees are
experience with the art of “massage” in various dimensions, charisma, and a
nice smile. Hurry Tech students, positions fill up quickly. If you are interested
in joining this great cause, look for the purple light folks.

FOX Broadcasting Takes Gamble on Downton
Abbey Reboot
by Elise Conley ~ Komandarm

Programming officials for Fox Broadcasting Co. have given the green light to a
new television series based on the popular British drama, Downton Abbey.
The pilot for Downton ABBA will air early next month.
“Think of it as a cross between Downton Abbey and Glee,” said executive
producer Brad Falchuk. “Except it takes place in America and all they sing are
ABBA songs.
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“I know - brilliant, right?” he added.
Fox has purchased six episodes of the series, which depicts the lives of
one-percenters the Carson family and their upper middle class friends in an
Obama-era America, with current and recent events playing a large role in
the plot of each episode.

/user/thedailybull8008

Each show features a classic Abba hit performed by the cast with the lyrics updated to reflect the context of that particular episode. Songs slated
for the first few episodes include Obamamia, Gimme Gimme Gimme (A Tax
Break for the Wealthy), and Fiscal Queen.
“Everybody loves ABBA: ABBA remixes, ABBA rehashes, ABBArevivals,” said
Fox Entertainment president Kevin Reilly. “We’re just doing what Fox does
best: taking two great ideas someone else came up with, mashing them together, adding some unoriginal flavor, and calling it our own.
“I know - brilliant, right?” he added once more.
Asked if any of the original ABBA members might make a guest appearance
on the show, Reilly told The Bull, “You never know.” Asked if any of the original
ABBA members might make a guest appearance on the show, Benny Andersson told The Daily Bull to get off his property.

I before E. Except when you’re running a
feisty heist on a weird beige neighbour,
caffeine strung atheists are reinventing
protein, and plebeians deign to forfeit at
their leisure.

“I do love dining with your mother. She
reminds me of the favour of the British.”
“But....she’s American.”
“Exactly.”

